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CS21004 Formal Languages and Automata Theory, Spring 2011-12 

End-Semester Test 

Maximum marks: 60 _.Date: 20-Apr-2012 Duration: Three hop.rs 

Roll no: ----,.----- Name: ______________________________________ ~------

l 
Write your answers in the question paper itself Be brief and precise. Answer all questions. Use l 

Pages 8-10 of_ this question paper to write answers or their parts that do not fit in the spaces provided. 
Do rough work in supplementary sheets. Any solutions (or parts) written in supplementary sheet(s), 

attached or loose, will not be evaluated. Please do not accept answer books from invigilators. 

1. Design a DFA (detemtinistic finite automaton) to accept the language 

L1 = {a E {a, b, c} * I a starts and ends with the same symbol}. 

Only draw the transition diagram, and clearly indicate the start state and the final state(s). 
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2. let L2 d~note the context-free :language { ao/1 1 a E {a: b }*},,~here aR stand's.'foftlie reverse ofthestririg,,. 
a. f'rove or. disprove: 'The complement of L2 (~hat is, r-v.L2 = {a,.b} * \ L2) is context-'free. (Note: Either' 
:construct aCFG/PDAto acc(!pt "'"'L2 , ot supply a proofbasedon.th~pumping iem1na~ Intuitive arguments 

\ Will d~serve llO Cfyqit.) (1 0) 
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3. Let M be a Turing machine with one semi-infinite tape and two read/write he11ds. Each transition of 11.1 
is determined by the current state p of th~. finite control, and the two symbols a _and b scanned by the ~o 
heads. A transition of lVI is ofthe form 8(p, a, b)= (q, c, d, D 1 , D 2) implying that the finite control goes to 
state q, the symbol a at the cell pointed by the first head is replaced by c, and the symbol bat the cell pointed 
by the second head is replaced by d. If both the heads point to the same tape cell (a = bin this case), then 
the symbol at this cell is replaced by c (not by d unless c = d). Finally, the first head moves by one cell in 
direction D1 (left or right), and the second head moves by one cell in direction D 2 . 

Argue that this two-head Turing machine M can be simulated by a standard Turing machine N with one 
semi-infinite tape and with only one read/write head. (10) 
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4. (a)" Write ~n. unrestricted ·grammar to acceptthe languag;e 

... 

~ .. _,.. f '" 

Mentlori the startsymbol'ofy~:mr grammar.:· use upper-case Roman le_tters for non-:t~!Jllinalsymb"ols. (5)" 
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Roll, no;--,-----_,;;;._----,.,- N arne: ·----,.,.----'"---'------,-,-__;.;_-'-----=-----''-'----, .. .,,::-. --"-

5. A. :;hL{/Jle of twa:·sh1ngs, o: and ,13 is. a string 1 of length Ia: I + 1.81, in which o:,and pare non-overlapping 
subsequence's (riot necessarily ~tibstrings). For ·exampl~, all shuffles of· ab ;md cd are. abcil;_·cqbd., Cfiab, 
gcbd, acdb,.antl cad{J, For two languages A and B, we defin~ slwffie(A,,~) as the languag~ consisting of 
all shuffl~s·of;all.o: ,E A and.'all {3 E R· Prove thatrec.ursivety.enumerable Janguages.are dosedvnder·the 
shuffle operation,:tQ.;lt;is, if A ahd B are r.e. languages,,thenso ,also is the language , ... ,. 

shuffie(A, B)~ 'b I 1 is a•shuffle_ofsome O:·E A fmd'{3 E B}. 
,.-f. 
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6. AssUJlfe that Turing_ m::tchines· are encoded-by strings oyer some alphabet~' and that # ft. b. Consider the 
foll'o.wing language over the alppabet _I: u {#}: ' 

. '' ~ -~ 

>;. 

· L6 = {1'\,h #lrf2#Ah /. Af1·, 1vf2, Af.'3 are_}uri11gmachines with £(M1).,n 't(M2) =::= £(1\-'h)}. : 
',, 

J{~)_ . Prov:ethat i 6 i~ nqt rec'utsively; (fnumerable. (Note: You_ must supply a compl~tereductidn proof .. No 
- i11tuitive justification will, b~_given any-credit. Same for Part (b n - . ~._ -·- . (5) 
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N irme: ·---..,.,-------"'""--'--__,.---'-"-"· -·'-----,----"----,----;;"-
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Provetl;at r:-YL6 (that is, the comp.\ement of LB in(?,:: U {#})*)''is not ;recursively enumerable. 
'P " ,, 

(5) 
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~,Write le./t-over,answers hen{ with djJpropr.iate pqinters earlier. 
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Writ~deft~over answ?rs here with approprrate"point~rs,,earlier. 
:_~ .... ~., " 
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Whte left:,.overanswers.here with appropriate pointers eqrlier." 
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